Bacon Writing Prompts

Below are some bacon-related topics to write about. Be creative and have fun with these topics!

• Do you prefer your bacon crispy or chewy?
• When you smell bacon, what does it remind you of?
• How would you describe bacon to someone who has never eaten it?
• If you were having bacon for breakfast, what else would be on your plate to eat?
• Most people think of bacon as a breakfast food, but describe other ways bacon can make a meal better.
• Write a recipe for how to cook bacon.
• Write a story about bacon and its adventures with other foods on a breakfast plate.
• Most people think of bacon as being a pork product. What other sources can bacon be made from?
• Write about a time you ate breakfast with someone. What did you talk about?
• Chocolate-covered bacon has become a popular sweet treat. How would you use bacon to make a fun dessert?